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Remember the 'Non Sync' Rotary
Gap??
by W. Hollis Hoffman SGP-128
One mid-Summer day in 1914, the Sun
Oil Company Tanker, "S.S. TOLEDO"
docked at Marcus Hook, Pa., loaded
with crude oil from Sabine, Texas. Radio
operator "Sparks" Hoffman took-off for
a night ashore and upon returning the
next afternoon, found a note from R.I.
[Radio Inspector] "Morris" stating: Due
to patent difficulties, the Marconi
Company of America had been denied
the use of the non-sync rotary spark gap.
A fixed gap had been installed across
your rotary and the fixed gap MUST BE
USED unless some difficulty arises.
That night the SS TOLEDO left the
Delaware River and Bay for Bayonne,
N. J., with orders to take a load of "gas
oil" from Bayonne to Havana, Cuba.
Late afternoon, two days later, the
loaded tanker was on her way down the
Jersey Coast, toward her destination.
Sometime after dark, Captain Nelson,
personally brought a position message to
the radio room. The usual position report
to the Steam Ship Company.
Operator "Sparks" had previously kept
the rotary spark gap electrodes adjusted
as close as possible, without touching,
and frequently smeared them with
Vaseline.
This produced a somewhat irregular but
pleasing 240-cycle note. Now, the newly
installed, fixed gap had an appreciable
separation. The note was a horrible,
fuzzy, 60-cycle monstrosity and a few
test dashes indicated that the
transformer, secondary voltages were

building-up so high that snappy sparking
sometimes jumped the six inches across
the bulkhead, bowl insulator.
The position message was the first one
to be sent using the fixed gap. Spar~,
reluctantly, threw the big, knife switch to
"transmit" and started yelling WCY.
Almost immediately, rapid, "klank" "klonk" foot-steps were heard - outside
on the steel deck. The Radio shack door
was flung open, and in the darkness was
visible - the excited eyes and white teeth
of the sun-tanned face of the ship's third
mate. He was shouting - "Shut that thing
down" •• "you will set the ship On fire!"
"Sparks" looked out a port-hole and
pressed the key. What a sight! The single
wire lead-in from the bulkhead insulator
to the mast-height, four wire flat-top
antenna was surrounded by about a six
foot diameter, deep purple corona glow.
The lead-in drooped, diagonally, only a
few feet above the top of a Ship's vent
pipe. A vent that allowed gasses to
escape from the highly volatile "gas oil"
in the ships ~.
Sparks grabbed the Radio Inspector's
note - and could see only the part that
read: "fixed gap must be used unless - - " He tore off the fixed electrodes and
threw them into a trash basket - started
the rotary and cleared his traffic with
WCY.
Early evening, about three weeks later,
the S.S. Toledo again proceeded up the
Delaware River with a load of crude oil.
Inspector, Morris, was visiting with Port
Mana8er, Heilig. As they listened
together to ship traffic, Morris said •••
"Here comes Hoffman using his rotary."
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Old Timers Navigation By Wireless
A True Story by "Sparks" W. Hollis
Hoffman
The use of the crackling, non-sync spark
gap on many steamships in the 1913 era,
resulted in many ship officers calling the
Wireless Operators "SPARKS" . Captain
Nelson, master of the 21,000 barrel
tanker, SS TOLEDO, made regular trips
from Marcus Hook, on the Delaware
River, near Philadelphia to Sabine,
Texas bringing back crude oil. The SS
Toledo was a tanker with her boilers,
engine room, stack and poopdeck at the
stern and the pilot house, deck officer
quarters and Wireless Room up forward.
Midship decks had only a chain for a
railing and were only three feet above
the water line when the ship was loaded.
Tempestuous seas washed across the
midship decks when the weather became
real rough.
Captain Nelson was small of stature, had
a tanned , weather beaten complexion
with bleached-out, red hair. He was a
typical Swede but spoke good English.
His manner was not over-bearing and
many times he seemed friendly but he
generally kept aloof from most of the
other shipboard personnel.
The SS Toledo was equipped with
"Wireless" for the convenience of the
Steamship Company and therefore
employed one Wireless Operator only.
The hours of duty were not specified but
all outgoing messages were handled and
all shore stations contacted for any
possible incoming messages. Frequently
during pleasant sail Captain Nelson
would come to the Wireless room, throw
himself across the bunk and talk with
"Sparks" concerning all kinds of trivial
subjects . He seemed to need a
conversational outlet.

All oceans can be extremely rough at
times. Few spot of the ocean or sea can
show more fury than the great Atlantic
Ocean in January. Spark, wireless
equipment on ships like the SS Toledo
(call KTV) had a possible
communication range of two or three
hundred miles at best. Direction finders
had not yet been invented.
On one trip back north with a full load,
in January 1914, Captain Nelson, as he
passed the Jupiter Light on the eastern
Florida coast, set a course for the
Diamond Shoals Lightship - a lightship
stationed about twenty miles off shore
from Cape Hatteras, N. C.

All ships sailing north, must go around
the famous light ship before changing
course to a more westerly direction in
order to reach Norfolk, Philadelphia or
New York. To mistakenly get inshore of
the Lightship means certain doom. Soon
after leaving Florida's Jupiter Light, the
SS Toledo encountered heavy weather.
The loaded ship could make only five or
six knots per hour. At this rate, the
Diamond Shoals Lightship was about
five days away.
Captain Nelson had an excellent record
as a navigator but the storm continued
severe and there was absolutely nothing
on which to take a sight . The waves
looked like mountains and visibility was
limited to one or two boat lengths. Each
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engineer on duty, continually grasped
the engine throttle and closed it
frequently as the ship 's propeller lifted
out of water with the passage of each
large wave under the ship. On the fifth
day the storm still raged. Skipper Nelson
had not removed his storm togs all the
five days and nights. At the end of the
fifth day, the Captain developed a strong
intuition that he had missed the
Lightship and should change course to
the Westward. If he did so and his
intuition was wrong, it would be
disastrous for the ship and crew.
Sparks was sitting with the head phones
clamped to his ears when the Wireless
room door opened . There stood Captain.
He said: "Sparks, - how near are we to
Cape Hatteras?" The only measure
'Sparks' had was by judging the loudness
of the Hatteras signals. Sparks hesitated
then replied: "The Hatteras signals
should be a little louder when we get
nearer." The Captain shook his head
undecidedly and without replying, left
the room. He was hardly out of sight
when Sparks received a signal so loud
that it seemed it would burn-out the
sensitive spot on the crystal detector.
The ship sending the signal had to be
very near. Sparks called the ship and
asked if they knew their position. A
reply gave their accurate position as they
were bound south from New York and
had a few hours previously, passed the
Lightship. The data showed the SS
Toledo to be about 70 miles south of
Diamond Shoals. Sparks, with glee,
hurriedly took the information to the
Captain. He listened, then said: ... It can't
be! It can't be!

not change course. After another
torturous night, pitching and rolling, the
storm finally abated to the extent that
things became visible a few miles distant
from the ship. Dawn broke, and there in
plain sight was the Diamond Shoals
Lightship .
That morning, "Sparks" returned to the
Wireless room after getting breakfast.
Soon thereafter, the door opened . It was
Captain Nelson . He said: "Sparks" ...
you were correct concerning our
position, last night.
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"Hollis"
Hollis started his professional wirelesstelegraphing back in 1913 when he was
assigned to the SS INDIAN/KKI of the
Merchant & Miners Line. In addition to
early assignment on the SS TOLEDO he
also worked the SS El Rio and was
assigned to Virginia Beach (WSY) in
1914. 1917 to 1917 he was assigned to
an USNRF "Listening station" and the
Bureau of Standards . Early amateur call
was 3BT in 1912. Present call W2WJ.
Says if we like this 'story' he will send us
more, including a 'close all for lightning'.
Hollis is one of our Charter members.
His current QTH is Cherry Hill N.J.
Sends his 73.
Hollis Hoffman, W2WJ, is a SK.
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Note: If anyone has a photo of Hollis,
please contact John Dilks, K2TQN
oldradio@comcast.net

If Captain Nelson neither gave to, or
accepted from, other ship officers, any
suggestions concerning navigation. He
seemed to reason, - Why now, should he
listen to a young "Whipper Snapper"
referred to as "Sparks?" However, he did
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